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Develop mental health
awareness among employees
by making information, tools
and support accessible

INTRODUCING CORE STANDARD 2
Core Standard 2 recommends employers think about how to increase everyone’s
awareness about mental health among and get them openly talking as well as accessing
and utilising information and tools provided by employer and other sources. The reality
is that in many workplaces mental health is still a taboo subject. Too often, employees
are scared to talk to their manager and problems can spiral. By raising awareness of
mental health, and encouraging discussion, you can challenge this harmful culture.
To change how people think and act about mental health in the workplace, you may consider the
following simple framework to raise awareness:

A Help people understand what mental health is by providing reliable information. The Time to
B
C
D

Change Website is a great place to start.

Talk about mental health – It’s easy to believe there’s no right place to talk about mental health.
But the more we talk about it, the better life is for all of us.
Ensure that people know where to go for support and information.
Recruit Time to Change Champions. Champions are self-appointed employees who help
challenge stigma by raising awareness, sharing useful information, promoting how to access
tools and resources as well as signposting to support services.

TIME TO CHANGE’S EXPECTATIONS AND MINIMUM
REQUIREMENTS TO ACHIEVE THIS STANDARD
We would expect the following to be evidenced in your submission:
An outline of who is responsible
for delivery of each activity
within your organisation.

any planned events/ activities/
internal campaigns or initiatives
your organisation will run in
addition to any information or
resources the organisation makes
available/signposts to staff.

Clear timescales and dates for
delivery of each mental health
activity within your organisation

Clearly list all the tools or
resources that are / will be made
available to staff to self-reflect
on their own mental health in
the workplace and discuss what
supports them stay well in your
organisation? We suggest you
make reference to Wellness Action
Plans, Wellness Recovery Action
Plans or similar tools/frameworks.

An outline of what measurements
will be used to monitor and
evaluate impact and success.
Activities that demonstrate
how you will raise your staff’s
understanding of mental health
problems and mental health
stigma in the workplace. We
suggest you make reference to
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES TO ACHIEVE CORE STANDARD 2
have a mental health problem from
people who’ve experienced the issues
first hand can help break down negative
stereotypes.

 Sign your Time to Change Employer

Pledge at an organisation wide event,
such as at an all staff briefing /
conference / event.

 Encourage staff to show their support

 Run an internal communications

for the campaign by signing the Time to
Change Individual Pledge and using our
email banner.

campaign using Time to Change
promotional materials to encourage
employees to start talking about mental
health in the workplace. You can even
create your own using the Time to
Change Brand Stencil.

 Encourage all employees to take these

free e-learning courses by Mental
Health at Work. You can go straight to
e-learning here. Whilst they were made
for small businesses, they really work
for individuals and for people who work
in close knit teams – so perhaps more
local “premises / departments in your
organisation”.

 Harness the power of your Employee

Champions who can run events on your
behalf to ensure that your message
reaches many more employees.

 Share myth busting information and

case studies on your staff intranet or
newsletters.



 Take part in key Time to Change

campaign dates and run activity within
your workplace for World Mental Health
Day (10th October) and Time to Talk Day
(first Thursday of February every year).

Why not invite a speaker on mental
health to an event as part of diversity,
disability or mental health awareness
activities? Hearing what it’s like to

TOP TIPS

CASE STUDY POINT

You can increase the number of people
accessing information and tools if you
factor your audience in from the start.

Why Time to Talk Day is so important

Consider your audience:

Andrew Berrie – Employer Programme
Manager, Time To Change blogs on the
importance of Time to Talk Day you can
find the blog here.

 Who is your target group?
 What type of support / activities will be
available through your group?

 How and where will you provide that

support and or deliver those activities?

 What type of support or activities are
your target groups be ok to receive.

 Are there any existing barriers to
people accessing support?
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SUGGESTED WAYS TO MEASURE
FOR CORE STANDARD 2

TOP TIPS
Mental Health belongs to everybody and you
can show how wide the impact could be by
considering the following activities!

TO MEASURE SUCCESS

 Why not check our calendar to add events

 Monitor attendance to events /

if you want to have a few nationally
supported events through the year:
Mental Health Calendar

workshops, visits to websites, clicks, and
emails being opened.

 Consider raising awareness around mental

TO MEASURE COMPLETION

health on key dates that are important to
different members of the community. See
here for some suggested key dates where you
can raise awareness on how mental health
may impact on those audiences, if possible
collaborating with existing Staff Networks.

 Gather evidence formally via your website,
strategy, brand

 Gather evidence informally by getting

feedback from Time to Change
Champions / Mental Health First Aiders,
Any disability/wellbeing/health networks.

 We also have a materials library you can use
to download and create your own material:
https://timetochange.brandstencil.com/

 Your Champions can carry out a range

TO MEASURE IMPACT

of activities for you across your organisation.
We have some suggested activities which
can take anything from 5 minutes to
25 minutes and which will help to
normalise the conversations about mental
health in the workplace:
Workplace Anti Stigma Activities

 Include questions in employee surveys

such as ‘Do you think your organisation
has an inclusive working environment in
which staff are encouraged to talk openly
about mental health problems?

ACTION PLAN ACTIVITY EXAMPLE
We will ensure that there is as much diversity in the Champion team as possible,
so that everyone feels comfortable talking to at least one of us. Our team is
already very diverse, covering a range of different countries, ethnicities
which are broadly representative of the diversity at our workplace.

 We will make sure that any blog content and brown bag speakers we arrange

incorporate different voices from across the business, including LGBTQIA, BAME, and
Disabled or as part of a Faith Based Group.

 We will be sure to hold regular conversations with all new joiners to ensure that we can do

everything possible to support them – everyone’s experience is different. This will be made
easier through the inclusion of a mental health session in the on-boarding experience.
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ACTIVITIES, IDEAS AND CONSIDERATIONS
TO HELP YOU DEVELOP A
STRATEGY BEYOND THE ACTION PLAN
We know that all organisations are on different points on this journey, your organisation may
be much further a long and so you may have already delivered and measured on the minimum
requirements above. If you are ready to further develop your strategy around mental health we
have some ideas to help you to increase people’s awareness further perhaps at a more advanced
level and so embed into your strategy.
Mental Health exists on a spectrum and so you will have people accessing information depending
on where they are on this spectrum. Whilst there might be readily available information for
those who are “mentally well and prefer to access information around wellbeing, there are also
those who are struggling or managing mental health problems / poor mental and so might opt
for information around support services. However there is a whole group of people in the middle
who don’t consider themselves to have a mental health problem, yet nor do they feel completely
mentally well and that is because life events are impacting on their mental health.
We suggest that you consider raising awareness at both grass roots (so team processes level)
as well as on a more policy level around how certain life events will impact on a person’s mental
health. Consider the following journey points an employee might experience below and what you
can do raise awareness and how you can support them.

JOURNEY POINTS IN A PERSON’S LIFE DURING THE WORKING YEARS WHEN THEY
MAY BE VULNERABLE TO POOR MENTAL HEALTH
Journey point when someone’s mental health may be impacted on (in no particular order)
New employee – just started in role

Dealing with an extremely important project

Parenthood – Maternity / Paternity – Childcare
issues – and when children leave home

Buying a home / getting married – basically
big life choices

Being promoted, taking on more responsibility

Studying whilst also working

Restructuring / Change Management /
Redundancy

Aging – Menopause / Midlife Crisis / identity
issues

Caring responsibilities for a relative

Money matters / debt, pensions etc.

Short term illness / Long term illness / Return
to work

Reducing hours in the workplace / going
part time

Retirement

Death and Bereavement

Can you think of any others?
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Things an Employer can do to help employees at different points of their journey

Breaking
down
Stigma

Workplace
Wellbeing






Encourage Employees do a wellness action plan with or without sharing with
their line manager. You can download the Wellness action plan and guidance
from here



Provide clear guidance around how to develop a self-care plan. Provide
information on the 5 ways of wellbeing
Explain how stress works – refer people to Minds Stress and Resilience
information. You can find this info here
Provide information around things that are important to people, so workshops /
lunch and learns / webinars or podcasts around things like;
Money management
Pensions
Retirement
When a child leaves home
Dealing with family who are terminally ill / Dealing with Bereavement
Highlight the employee benefits that the organisation offers and flag how it can
help people. Something like a season ticket loan or an advance on wages might
stop people making themselves vulnerable to unprotected high interest debt.



Information












Policy level






Support

Hold inductions with different teams throughout the first week so that they get
to know their organisation for new recruits
Ensure people get a type of Mental Health awareness training or info
Give employees information around your commitment to changing attitudes
around mental health.





Help clarify what maternity leave / paternity leave involves – so clear policy and
the process involved
Help clarify what the policy is around supporting people with caring
responsibilities – include things like flexible working, reasonable adjustments etc.
Encourage KIT (Keep in touch days)
Is there a flexi working policy that employees can tap into – could a plan be
worked out to help employees to manage childcare issues? This might be just on
holiday times but it’s a real source of stress given the time implications and the
high costs involved in childcare.
Could reasonable adjustments be used to support people during exam times?
When it comes to change management, restructuring etc. ensure that the
process is transparent as possible and enlist champions to support you with
this. Have a clear process and ensure that people are informed and consulted as
much as possible – to help them make the changes involved.
Explain what support offers the organisation has for employees such as the
Employees Assistance programme, explain what it is, and the importance and
confidentiality of accessing it.
Provide clear signposting info – especially details on how to contact Employee
Assistance Programme
Ensure employees are always consulted with regards to their situations and
always include them in any decision making process
Ask employees how they need to be supported and then work with them to
reach that goal
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LIST OF RESOURCES
TO HELP YOU


You can find a whole menu of resources
and downloads to help you raise
awareness here.



You can print branded material and put
your organisational information on that
material through our Brand Stencil.



You can find our Mental Health Calendar
here.



You can read and share with employees,
people’s personal experiences around
managing mental health problems here.



Time to Change filmed workshops to
build knowledge around stress reduction
techniques.



We have some filmed workshops on
our website which are free to use and can
be a useful tool for training line managers
and staff when facilitated:
https://www.time-to-change.org.uk/
workplace-workshop-films.

CASE STUDY POINT
Canal River Trust have an excellent
case study demonstrating how they
raised awareness around mental health
amongst employees. You can read what
they did here.

Legal and General developed their own campaign internally
around breaking down stigma – here’s what they have to say
about stigma and their Red Card Campaign.

“In many sports a Red Card is the ultimate punishment for
bad or inappropriate behaviour. We’re using its symbolism
to help lift the mental health taboo and encourage more
conversations in the workplace about mental health. It’s OK
to have a mental health problem, just like it’s OK to have
a physical health problem. We talk about physical health so
why don’t we talk about mental health?”
Not a Red Card Offence campaign, Legal and General – from the
Thriving at work Report
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION…
timetochange
@timetochange
Search “Time to Change”
@timetochangecampaign

